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Counter strike online 2 female characters

in: Character, Female character, Terrorist, Cash item Comments Share South Korea-29800 (with Choi Ji Yoon)China1060 Cash1890 Cash (with Choi Ji Yoon)Taiwan/Hong Kong430 GASH660 GASH (with Choi Ji Yoon) South Korea24 December 2013China22April 22, 2015Taiwan/Hong Kong18
February 2016 See Choi Yo Jion for his rival. Yuri is a female Terrorist character in Counter-Strike Online 2. Born in the mid-90s in Asia, Yuri is an expert on everything related to explosives. She participated in the Islamic separation wars, and is known to have died during experiments with new explosives.
But even after these rumors, she disappeared and developed new explosives and has been sighted during the bombing of the Rex Research Institute. Favorite Weapon Release Date South Korea: December 24, 2013. China: 22 April 2015. Taiwan/Hong Kong: 18 February 2016. Gallery South Korea
poster alongside Choi Ji YoonDitto, after face remodeled and resoldPurchase icon along with Choi Ji YoonAs a character in Maple Story 2Add a photo to this gallery Voices Koko nano (It's here!) Shine! Shine! (Die! Die!) Itatatata... Chotto, taskete! (Aw, it hurts! Help me, please!) Trivia In Counter-Strike
Online, Yuri is paired with Criss. However, the football version was paired with Choi Ji Yoon in the Soccer Woman Set. This is the first character to have its own unique radio voice. Choi Ji Yoon shares this move as well. In china version her name is Instead Anna. She has been rebuilt due to demands
from Counter-Strike Online 2 Korean players about her face. Now her face is similar from the Counter-Strike Online version, and again she no longer wears shorts. Same as in Counter-Strike Online, Yuri has a limited edition counterpart in Counter-Strike Online 2. She, along with Choi Ji Yoon, are the first
cash point characters sold in Counter-Strike Online 2. She also appears as a character skin in Maple Story 2, another Nexon's game. Interestingly, the Taiwan/Hong Kong version has her voice by Yuka Iguchi. In addition, she gives players an additional 25% EXP and game points. In Japanese version,
she is the voice of Sumire Uesaka. Female Character Terrorist Cash item Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. This article needs additional citations for verification. Help improve this article by adding citations to trusted sources. Unmapped material can be questioned
and removed. Find Sources: Counter-Strike Online - News · newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR (October 2017) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) Counter-Strike OnlineDeveloper(s)Nexon, ValvePublisher(s)NexonSeriesCounter-StrikeEngineGoldSrc (Online)Source (Online
2)Platform(s)Microsoft WindowsReleaseOnlineTW: July 24, 2008Online 2AS: December 2013Genre(s)First-person shooterMode(s)Multiplayer Counter-Strike Online is a first-person shooter game, directed at the Asian gaming market released in 2008. It is based on Counter-Strike and was developed
Nexon with supervision from license holder Valve. It uses a micropayment model managed by a custom version of Steam. [1] Overview Game includes a variety of additions across the International Counter-Strike, such as the introduction of female characters, numerous new weapons and skins for
previous weapons. Most of the weapons are locked by default, so virtual cash or in-game points are important for buying them. Most special weapons, skins, power-ups, etc. can be purchased with cash points. A variety of other special items can also be purchased with in-game points as well. Counter-



Strike Online itself is free to play, but some weapons are purchased using points purchased with real money. These weapons usually expire after a certain period of time but sometimes can be purchased permanently during a promotion. Some weapons and items can be purchased with points won by
getting kills, completing targets, etc. Counter-Strike Online modes include classic Counter-Strike modes and added more. They are categorized as sex: Classic, Deathmatches, Zombie Infection, Scenarios, Fun and others. Classic: Round-based match. The locations available are Bomb Desarming,
Hostage Rescue, Murder and Basic. Deathmatches: Players will respawn immediately after death. The modes available are Deathmatch, Team Deathmatch and Gun Deathmatch. Zombie Infection: People must survive incoming zombie attacks. The modes available are Zombie 1: Original, Zombie 2:
Mutant, Zombie 3: Hero and Zombie 4: Darkness. Scenarios: A group of 10 players must survive and anhow to antagonise computer-controlled enemies to complete specific objectives. Some maps must defeat a boss. Available modes include Zombie Scenario and Human Scenario. Fun: Spin-off modes.
Modes available are Hidden, Bazooka Battle, Soccer, Challenge and Item Battle. PvPvE: Player vs Player vs. Environment modes that are Zombie Union, Metal Arena, Battle Rush, Zombie Shelter and Beast. Tournaments Counter-Strike Online is one of the largest e-sports, with various annual
tournaments taking place all over the world. The 2012 World Cyber Games Grand Finals in Kunshan hosted a Counter-Strike Online tournament, where teams from China, Taiwan, Malaysia and South Korea competed. [2] The TYLOO team from China won the tournament. SequelS On April 5, 2012,
Nexon and Valve announced a partnership to develop Counter-Strike Online 2, which is based on an improved Source engine, and offered improved graphics, powerful impact physics, and more new features. [3] It has been confirmed that Counter-Strike Online 2 uses the same Source version as
Counter-Strike: Source. However, it is not a copy of CS:S because all the features of games such as models, maps and sounds are completely rebuilt by Nexon in South Korea. It was aimed at Asia's gambling market. The game uses the free-to-play and micropayment business model, similar to its
predecessor. [3] It ran a closed beta test on November 16, 2011 and an open beta test in June 2013. After a period of beta testing, it was released in December 2013 on the Asian markets,[4] but it was closed on April 26, 2018. Maps in this game are downloaded from Counter-Strike: Source. Some are
heavily modified in terms of graphics, such as Dust II, Inferno, and Italy. The game also adds its own exclusive maps. The weapons are taken from Counter-Strike: Source as well as adding new weapons. The weapon models are heavily modified and reanimated. They are divided into pistols, shotguns,
submachine guns, assault rifles, sniper rifles and machine guns. Some weapons can be obtained for free while the others can be obtained for points and achievements. Some weapons need the player to collect the given dead points to unlock them. Spin-off Counter-Strike Nexon: Zombies was released
on Steam on October 7, 2014. [5] This is the first adaptation of Counter-Strike Online to be published through Valve's Steam content delivery system. [6] Counter-Strike Nexon: Zombies was renamed Counter-Strike Nexon: Studio 2019. Counter-Strike Online was discontinued in Singapore/Malaysia
(ENGLISH) six months later. Reception This section is empty. You can help by adding it. (February 2018) References ^ Q&amp;A: Valve explains why PC Gaming's Gaining Steam. Gamasutra. 2008-03-06. Retrieved 2008-03-06. ^ Archived copy. Archived from the original on 2013-02-09. Retrieved
2012-10-17.CS1 maint: archived copy as title (link) on wcg.com, accessed on October 17, 2012 ^ a b Mallory, Jordan (2012-04-06). Nexon, Valve announce Counter-Strike Online 2 for Asian territories. Joystiq. Retrieved 2013-04-01. ^ Valve Software and Nexon Team Up to Bring Counter Strike to Asian
Markets. Curse.com. Retrieved 2017-06-08. ^ ^ Cheben, Mark (2007-07-27). Leading international studios are joining forces to expand the world's #1 First Person Multiplayer Game. Gotfrag. Archived from the original on 2009-06-30. Retrieved 2007-10-12. Game Watch (Translated). Archived from the
original on 2008-06-22. (This game is not suitable for children under 13 years of age. Contains graphic violence.) Nexon Find Ways to Expand CSO Operations in Indonesia, India &amp; Another Area. (8-1-2012) (Broken link). Archived from the original on 23/23/2012. (CSO available in Indonesia &amp;
coming soon in India until the end of 2011. [Option to start aborted]) trai nghiem Counter-Strike Online:su to vong da duoc tien lieu. External links Official South Korean website (in Korean) Retrieved from in: Counter-terrorist, Characters, Female Character, American Comments Share See Mila for its rival.
Lisa was the first female Counter-Terrorist character introduced in Counter-Strike Online 2. It is later ported to Counter-Strike Online. Background CSO She was once a American national diver, diver, decided to join the Navy SEAL after the bombing at the London Olympics. She then became a CTU
special agent. Since her target never slips from her, she is nicknamed Water Ghost. Unique character voice available (South Korea only). CSO2 Lisa has been recruited by the American Navy SEAL since she was seventeen. After graduating, she immediately joined the elite team. With her excellent crime
skill, Lisa is always assigned to carry out dangerous missions such as infiltration into enemy bases. Her agility makes her move freely without having to worry about being discovered by her opponent on the battlefield. Release date South Korea: 23 August 2018. Indonesia: 23 August 2018. Taiwan/Hong
Kong: 28 August 2018. China: 29 August 2018. Japan: 5 September 2018. CSN:Z: 27 September 2018. Zombie Scenario Stats Health 26/28 Attack 22/28 Mobility 18/28 Armor 26/28 Ammo 18/28 Favorite weapon Appearance She has black hair that always looks wet, And black eyes. She wore navy
SEALS diving suit complete with her equipment. In her swimsuit skin, she wears blue and black monokini swimsuit with gold trim, A pair of blue shades, And a pair of blue high heels In he nutcracker skin, she wears the blue nutcracker soldier uniform with white pants, A gun holster is strapped to her left
leg. Gallery CSO CSO2 Trivia There is an alternative version for this model that updates the original with her visor. She appears as an indicative NPC of Mission 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 in Campaign mode. Previously, her model and HUD did not include the helmet that can be seen in promotional posters and the
trailer. In Japanese version, she is the voice of Sumire Uesaka. Counter-terrorist Characters Female Character American Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Noted.
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